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Opechankanough. (Opechankenough; Opechancanough; Opechankenough; Opechanchynough and more often Opechankanough—spellings from Smith). Etymology:—Op-'white" as in Opotenaiok 'eagle' (Strachey) i. e., 'white tail." Op'-echankan-ough=(Lenape) Wap'-ieche'eken-enko; (Natick) Womp' eshagkin-innu', 'a white hair man.' The Lenape can be written Wap'-iechegen-enno. Hair of the body is the hair referred to or meant. It does not mean necessarily that he had white hair, for it might mean that he wore streamers of white hair on his head, or a white robe of fur about his shoulders, As he was a Powwau, it might refer to his appearance when acting as such. This word for hair can also mean wool, the hair of an animal.—William Wallace Tooker.

ERRATA.

In last number for "A. T. U." at bottom of note 1 on page 165 read A. J. M. In seventeenth line from top, on page 209, for "Morgan" read Moryson.